Overview
DISH Network Corporation is a satellite-TV provider with a market capitalization of more than $20
billion. Over the past several years, DISH and its affiliates have invested approximately $14 billion in
wireless spectrum licenses. These licenses have never been used to provide cellular service or generate
material revenue, yet DISH is now benefiting from what we estimate to be almost $1 billion of annual
tax deductions by amortizing the licenses’ cost. Indeed, as a result of these deductions, DISH – a
company with 14 million paying TV subscribers and more than $2 billion in annual operating income –
appears to have paid zero dollars of federal income tax in 2015.1
We believe DISH’s actions violate the Internal Revenue Code, which requires that an “amortizable
section 197 intangible” be “held in connection with the conduct of a trade or business.”2 DISH is not
conducting a trade or business using its cellular licenses; to the contrary, even its latest annual report
merely claims that it is “preparing for the commercialization” of its licenses,3 while the Federal
Communications Commission has recently held that “DISH has no terrestrial operations on its…spectrum
and has not announced its technology plans for the spectrum, other than to say that it has no current
plan to build out facilities using its spectrum.”4 In highly analogous circumstances, in which a business
claimed large deductions by amortizing the cost of spectrum licenses that it had not yet deployed in any
on-air networks, the IRS found that the deductions were improper, a decision subsequently upheld by
both the Tax Court5 and the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.6 Until such time as DISH actually
conducts a trade or business using its cellular spectrum, it has no legitimate grounds for benefiting from
amortization, and the IRS should not allow it.

DISH Background
DISH has purchased terrestrial spectrum licenses in a variety of FCC-designated frequency bands. Below
we summarize DISH’s portfolio, drawing on its public financial disclosures.
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DISH’s 700MHz, AWS-4, and H Block licenses are held by LLCs that are wholly owned, direct subsidiaries
of DISH Wireless Holding L.L.C., which is, in turn, a wholly owned, direct subsidiary of DISH Network
Corporation. Two additional subsidiaries of DISH Wireless Holding L.L.C. own purportedly noncontrolling 85% economic interests in the parent companies of Northstar Wireless, LLC, and SNR
Wireless LicenseCo, LLC, which hold AWS-3 licenses. In addition, DISH, via subsidiaries, has lent $8.9
billion to Northstar and SNR.
Despite its terrestrial spectrum holdings, DISH is not in the terrestrial wireless business. All it has done
with its licenses is hold them, presumably in anticipation of re-selling or otherwise monetizing them.
DISH’s most up-to-date public commentary about its spectrum investments makes it clear that there is
no business underway today:
As we consider our options for the commercialization of our wireless spectrum, we may incur
significant additional expenses and may have to make significant investments related to, among
other things, research and development, wireless testing and wireless network infrastructure, as
well as the acquisition of additional wireless spectrum.8
In keeping with the pre-commercial nature of its spectrum investments, DISH reported zero dollars of
revenue in its wireless segment for the first quarter of 2016.9
Prior to late 2015, DISH apparently amortized “some of [its] spectrum for tax purposes” but
acknowledged the clear legal limits on this practice (“we have to be in the business to do it”):10
[Analyst]
If I can ask another question about your spectrum. I’m curious, are you amortizing your
spectrum for tax purposes? The wireless carriers all do that and they get the fairly sizable tax
shields as a result of it. I don't know whether you guys have that ability or not.
Charles W. Ergen
You want to take that?
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Steven E. Swain
Yes. So we are amortizing some of our spectrum for tax purposes.
Charles W. Ergen
But not all of it. And we have to be in the business to do it.
Nonetheless, by the next quarterly call, DISH had suddenly determined that it could already amortize its
licenses despite still not “being in the business”:11
[Analyst]
…Charlie, I think there was some talk that there could be some accounting rules that may allow
you to amortize the spectrum before you re-launch the service. Can you talk about that? And if
that's the case, what kind of tax shields could we clear from that?
Charles W. Ergen
…on the amortization for spectrum, I'll let Steve Swain handle that.
Steven E. Swain
Yes, this is Steve. We and an adviser believe the FCC granted certain spectrum rights earlier this
year. These rights were a triggering event for tax amortization. So I'll just leave it at that.
Charles W. Ergen
But I think it's fair to say, we don't believe we're a net -- we probably don't have a tax liability for
2015.
Steven E. Swain
That's correct. You can see in Note 4 of our 10-Q the current cash taxes paid year-to-date. And
with the tax amortization as well as being in a overpayment position from prior years, we don't
think we're going to be a tax cash -- a cash taxpayer in 2015.
Unknown Executive
And to clarify, that's on a federal basis. The $15 million that Steve alludes to that's disclosed,
that's state tax, cash that we paid.
DISH’s 2015 10-K confirmed the impact of this shift:12
Cash paid for income taxes during 2015 was reduced by, among other things, our noncontrolling investments in the Northstar Entities and the SNR Entities, which hold the Northstar
Licenses and the SNR Licenses, respectively, as well as our H Block Licenses acquired in 2014.
These licenses are amortized over a fifteen-year life for income tax purposes.
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While we don’t know for certain which portions of DISH’s portfolio it began to amortize, or when, a
$14,223 million aggregate cost basis amortized over 15 years would supply $948 million of deductions
per year, saving $332 million of annual federal income taxes at the 35% statutory rate. Equity analysts
covering DISH attribute billions of dollars of value to these deductions, as the excerpt below, taken from
an April 22, 2016, document, demonstrates:13

DISH is claiming this staggeringly large financial benefit – approximately $1 billion of annual deductions
producing approximately $350 million of incremental cash flow to shareholders – under a section of the
Internal Revenue Code that requires that amortization deductions flow from “the conduct of a trade or
business.” Yet DISH has conducted no business with its licenses – not in August 2015, when it refrained
from fully amortizing them; not in November 2015, when it abruptly changed its tune; and not today.
We believe that whatever strained argument DISH is relying on to circumvent the “conduct of a trade or
business” requirement is wrong, and, as a result, DISH owes the federal government hundreds of
millions of dollars in lost tax revenues, not to mention interest and penalties.

Legal Precedents
DISH has little excuse for its actions since courts have already confirmed that the plain meaning of the
“conduct of a trade or business” statutory requirement applies in precisely the circumstance DISH finds
itself in: holding spectrum licenses without making use of them commercially. In Broz v. Commissioner,
the Tax Court held that “the mere grant of a license by the FCC is not sufficient for an activity to qualify
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as an active trade or business under sec. 197, I.R.C.”14 The license-holding entities in that case actually
did report nonzero income, allocated to them by a related entity that was in fact operating its own onair cellular networks. (By contrast, DISH’s license-holding entities report no income, and no entity under
the DISH umbrella operates a cellular network.) Even so, the Tax Court concluded that the entities were
not engaged in an active trade or business because they did very little with the licenses. The Sixth Circuit
agreed:15
The Tax Court properly held that under § 197, a taxpayer may begin claiming amortization
deductions only upon the active commencement of a trade or business. … The plain meaning of
all the words found in § 197 indicates that amortization deductions begin only when the trade
or business is actually being conducted, even if the intangible asset was acquired earlier.
…The Alpine license-holding entities were formed solely to acquire and lease FCC licenses for
use in Broz’s cellular telephone business venture. They never actually leased the licenses for
such use, meaning that the licenses were never held in connection with a trade or business that
was actually being conducted. As a result, the FCC licenses never qualified as “amortizable
section 197 intangibles” under § 197(c), and were therefore ineligible for amortization
deductions.
The application of these recent precedents to DISH is straightforward. DISH hasn’t leased or otherwise
used its licenses and hasn’t actively commenced any trade or business with them; at most, by its own
admission, it’s merely “preparing” to do so at some unknown future date. Therefore DISH has no basis
for and is ineligible for the amortization deductions it’s taking.

Kerrisdale Background
Kerrisdale Capital is an investment manager based in New York. As of the date of this document,
Kerrisdale and its affiliates have short positions in and own option interests on the stock of DISH
Network Corporation and stand to realize gains in the event that the price of the stock decreases.
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same for each customer. So I think that no content owner today could afford to lose our distribution. And
I think it's more of a case that I've said on call previously is that we have to now look at each content
deal and decide whether, long term, that content-to-content deal makes sense. And when somebody
comes in and says, I want a double-digit rate increase and they've had double-digit viewership decline,
we don't think that math works for us. And we know from -- we have viewer measurement real-time from
our customers, so we're not reliant on Nielsen, which we think there are some inaccuracies in. So we
know -- and our customers may be a little different than Nielsen anyway because we skew more rural,
but we know to the penny what content has worked to our customers. And so we approach a negotiation
for content based on economics, not based on the fact that they used to charge us this and they want a
10% increase or a 20% increase. That's irrelevant to us. What's relevant is what do our customers watch.
Let's take an example. Kids' programming used to always be kind of right up there in the top 2 or 3 or 4
things people watch. But the advent of Netflix, what our customers are doing, we know a lot of customers
are on Netflix. They just go to Netflix and hit kids and it is the kids that do it. And the kid hits kids and
they go watch whatever episode they're going to watch and they know how to do it and they don't have
commercials. And the parents like that better because there's no commercials And the kid can watch what
he wants to watch. And if they can watch an episode that's 2 years old or 20 years old or 50-year-old and
cartoon, it's irrelevant. They're not sitting on the edge of the seat waiting for the new season of Game of
Thrones. They're happy to watch SpongeBob from 2007 and that's just as fresh to them as SpongeBob
in 2015. So the world has changed. And we've been talking about it in our conference calls for a long
time and I think other people are starting to see some of the things that we see. And all we can do as
management is prepare for it and manage our way through that economically for the long term and not
worry about quarter-to-quarter.
Operator
Your next question comes from the line of Brett Feldman of Goldman Sachs.
Brett Feldman
Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Research Division
So if the decision is made to go ahead and pay the FCC that $3.3 billion and you decide that you're going
to finance that either because you pay it yourself or you provide the financing to your designated entities,
what is your view on your sources of raising that capital? And I'm particularly interested on whether you
might be willing to borrow directly against the value of your spectrum, which you've not done in the past.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
Yes, I think it's too early to tell. I mean I think that, first, we've got to make the decision on what we're
going to do and then we obviously have to work with the DE -- the DEs and they have capital as well. So
we'll have to just go through that and see that. I think the markets are pretty available today and $3.3
billion is a lot of money. And we weren't counting on it, for sure. And we've got about -- we still got pretty
-- I don't know if we have $1 billion-something on our balance sheet. So we'll see when the rules come
out and then we'll just make those decisions.
Brett Feldman
Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Research Division
If I can ask another question about your spectrum. I'm curious, are you amortizing your spectrum for tax
purposes? The wireless carriers all do that and they get the fairly sizable tax shields as a result of it. I
don't know whether you guys have that ability or not.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
Do want to take that?
Steven E. Swain
Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President
WWW.SPCAPITALIQ.COM
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Yes. So we are amortizing some of our spectrum for tax purposes.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
But not all of it. We have to be in the business to do it. And obviously, this new spectrum is the vast
majority -- would be the vast majority of our purchases. So it would dwarf kind of what we paid for the
spectrum previously. So we'll have to look at that, but there's some opportunity there. I mean, there's
definitely opportunity from an amortization. I think it's amortized over 15 years?
Steven E. Swain
Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President
15 years, correct.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
15 years. So that gets interesting when -- that's an interesting point and potentially a positive thing for
us.
Brett Feldman
Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Research Division
Because along those lines, I mean, your tax basis on the licenses already own is pretty low. But is there
anything you could do to trigger a step-up in that if you had a leasing arrangement that was based on a
higher [indiscernible] value? It just seems like maybe tax synergies is part of your spectrum strategy that
we haven't given enough consideration to.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
Yes, I think maybe, I don't know if you want to jump on this, Jason, but I think tax consideration has
moved kind of to way up our list as we look at this pending FCC decision. And certainly, corporate
structure would pay a big part in how you might do it. But suffice it to say that we think that there may be
an opportunity from a corporate structure point of view to do things whether you were selling or leasing
spectrum that might be very attractive from a tax perspective, right? Again, we hadn't really looked at
that too much because that wasn't the path we thought we were going to be on, but that is a better -that is an increasingly advantageous option to look at. I don't know if you want to add something, Jason?
Jason Kiser
Treasurer
Brett, I'd just say we're taking a look at all our options there. It's way too early to determine which path, if
any path, we're going to take. But all of those things are under consideration.
Operator
We will now take our final question from the analyst community. [Operator Instructions] Our final analyst
question comes from the line of Ben Swinburne of Morgan Stanley.
Benjamin Swinburne
Morgan Stanley, Research Division
Charlie, I guess, I would say I'm a little surprised to hear you sound so downbeat about your options with
the FCC and also surprised to hear you sound so complementary because it does feel like the goalposts
have been moved on you kind of at the end of the game, pardon the analogy. But -- and you've got a long
history of fighting a lot of battles in court with various companies and technologies going way back, taking
distant networks, TiVo, AMC, AutoHop, et cetera. Do your legal folks tell you there's no real path here to
fight this and so you're really just taking the result from the FCC and then figuring out where do you go
from there? Or do you think there's maybe a path to pushing back on this over time?
WWW.SPCAPITALIQ.COM
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Your next question comes from the line of Vijay Jayant from Evercore ISI.
Vijay A. Jayant
Evercore ISI, Research Division
Two questions please, first on Sling. Any color on what buy ins are on the additional tiers? I mean, what
kind of ARPU are we seeing for the product? And second, Charlie, I think there was some talk that there
could be some accounting rules that may allow you to amortize the spectrum before you re-launch the
service. Can you talk about that? And if that's the case, what kind of tax shields could we clear from that?
Roger J. Lynch
Executive Vice President of Advanced Technologies and Chief Executive Officer of Sling TV LLC
All right. I'll start, Vijay, with your question about buy ins. The add on packs, we don't release specific
numbers on them, but the add on packs are quite popular, and you can imagine right now, sports being in
particular popular with college football. But I'll just talk -- strategically what we see is, people come in try
the service, they try add-on packs. Those who stay, we do see people who, throughout their tenure with
us, will increase the add-on packs. Some will decrease it, but we do see a net increase over time in how
people take those services as their tenure increases.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Executive Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
Yes. And I think [indiscernible] with OTT, you have to realize that it's -- that we're really trying to have a
platform that's an alternative for our content providers to have -- to reach a market that they don't reach
today or to keep a customer who may drop at a linear TV in the future and then also an advertising model
that at this point is -- doesn't have the DVR issues, where people can skip the commercials, but as easily
-- but also has real-time data that allows automatic ad insertion to be a totally different model for our
content providers in terms of advertising, which we don't think goes away the way it might go away and
the way it might be more challenged in linear TV. And also the ability to change those commercials all the
time so that you're not stuck with a commercial that when people view it 7 days later, it can be materially
different commercial -- different viewpoint. And also it allows people to take their VOD library, monetize
it. And it allows people to watch it on multiple devices. So it becomes more competitive to the Netflix and
the Amazons of the world because we give people the ability to binge view, watch in all their devices and
have more meaningful -- maybe ultimately less advertising load with more meaningful commercials. So it
ends up being a way for content providers to put the genie back in the bottle a little bit and some of the
leakage that we see out there from their value proposition. So -- and they're going to have alternatives.
Some people are going to go outside the Pay-TV universe to new entrances as people have done with Sony
or Netflix or Amazon. And some people may feel more comfortable in the Pay-TV universe, but we're an
alternative for that. And we're building that platform and doing all the things technically that you need to
do. And it's difficult, and we're not perfect yet technically. So one of the big obstacles that we've had is to
perform technically to the level that we can on linear TV. We're not quite there yet, but we've made a lot
of progress there, and we're certainly getting closer to that.
And on the -- [indiscernible] but I know on the amortization for spectrum, I'll let Steve Swain handle that.
Steven E. Swain
Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President
Yes, this is Steve. We and an adviser believe the FCC granted certain spectrum rights earlier this year.
These rights were a triggering event for tax amortization. So I'll just leave it at that.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Executive Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
But I think it's fair to say, we don't believe we're a net -- we probably don't have a tax liability for 2015.
Steven E. Swain
Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President
WWW.SPCAPITALIQ.COM
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That's correct. You can see in Note 4 of our 10-Q the current cash taxes paid year-to-date. And with the
tax amortization as well as being in a overpayment position from prior years, we don't think we're going to
be a tax cash -- a cash taxpayer in 2015.
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Executive Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
And to clarify, that's on a federal basis. The $15 million that Steve alludes to that's disclosed, that's state
tax, cash that we paid. And Steve, you might just -- before I get the question, but when you look at
the penalty that -- not -- when you look at the payment that was imposed by the FCC on the spectrum
auction, I think that's probably a deductible item, too. And that's in the fourth quarter?
Steven E. Swain
Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President
That's correct. So -- because it's probably going to come up, a couple of notes as you update your fourth
quarter estimates, things that I want to highlight from the Q. Because the FCC payment was announced
and made in October, you will see the bookkeeping for that in the fourth quarter. There will be roughly
an incremental $500 million in expense on the consolidated P&L and roughly an incremental $400 million
of operating cash use on the consolidated cash flow statement. And then while we're at it, one additional
note: in late October, the FCC granted certain wireless licenses, with a carrying value of approximately $10
billion. As these licenses are prepared for commercialization, we anticipate capitalizing interest expense
related to the carrying value of these licenses, which we expect will significantly reduce interest expense in
the fourth quarter.
Operator
Your next question comes from the line of Tom Eagan from -- with Telsey Advisory Group.
Thomas William Eagan
Telsey Advisory Group LLC
A follow-up also, I guess for Roger. Last quarter, you mentioned on [indiscernible] that the single-stream
nature of the service was a bit of an issue for subs. So first, is that still a factor? And then I have a followup.
Roger J. Lynch
Executive Vice President of Advanced Technologies and Chief Executive Officer of Sling TV LLC
It's a -- I'd say it is still an issue. I think people are a little less [indiscernible] a product than we had seen
previously, maybe because people understand that it's a single-stream service. But we know as a singlestream service that it does have some limiting effect on the [indiscernible] service.
Thomas William Eagan
Telsey Advisory Group LLC
Great, okay. And then for Charlie separately, on Sling TV and the programmers. With the continued decline
we've seen in the overall Pay-TV base and the stock pullback among the entertainment companies, have
you seen an increased interest among the programmers to be on Sling?
Charles W. Ergen
Co-Founder, Executive Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President
I would say in general, yes. I mean, I think they're obviously were the early adopters and with kind of
Disney being the most open-minded about trying some new technologies, and others have followed that.
And I think other people are taking a hard look. Obviously, a lot of people have done it -- deals with Sony
for multi-stream service, and so that's kind of a different model. And so I think they're getting data now
on -- certainly all our content providers are getting the data from us in terms of how the business is going.
So I think there's renewed interest in kind of where OTT can go. Because what's happening is, is kind
of I think there was probably a market overreaction last quarter where kind of 3 years of data all kind
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